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Qualitative properties of coupled parabolic systems
of evolution equations

STEFANO CARDANOBILE AND DELIO MUGNOLO

Abstract. We apply functional analytical and variational methods in order to
study well-posedness and qualitative properties of evolution equations on product
Hilbert spaces. To this aim we introduce an algebraic formalism for matrices of
sesquilinear mappings. We apply our results to parabolic problems of different
nature: a coupled diffusive system arising in neurobiology, a strongly damped
wave equation, and a heat equation with dynamic boundary conditions.
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1. Introduction

Our aim in this paper is to extend some ideas and techniques introduced by R. Nagel
in [17] to investigate systems of linear partial differential equations by means of op-
erator matrices. In his paper, the basic intuition was that a linear algebraic formal-
ism also for matrices of unbounded operators may help to discuss well-posedness
and spectral issues in analogy to standard matrix analysis. Instead of dealing with
general operator matrices, we introduce suitable matrices of sesquilinear mappings
and then investigate well-posedness of differential systems by the elegant theory of
sesquilinear forms on Hilbert spaces. In order to fix the ideas we first present our
setting.

Assumption 1.1. Throughout this paper we impose the following, for i, j =
1, . . . , m.

(i) Hi , Vi are complex Hilbert spaces such that Vi is continuously and densely
embedded in Hi .

(ii) ai j : Vj × Vi → C are sesquilinear mappings, i.e., mappings that are linear
in the first and antilinear in the second variable.

We always denote by H := ∏m
i=1 Hi and V := ∏m

i=1 Vi the product Hilbert spaces
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